
DPH Slope Corrector®

� Slope correction from 0 to 5%

� Slope correction in intervals of 0.5%

� Arrow indicating slope direction

� Slope value indicator

� Fast, simple and accurate

� Corrects all substrate irregularities

� Creates level surfaces with 0% slope

� Works the same way with stone, ceramic or
concrete pavers, or timber decking
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Technical data sheet

The 0 to 5% slope corrector is integrated in the head of
DPH® pedestals and is used to obtain a perfectly
horizontal surface where slopes from 0 to 5% are to be
compensated for (slopes from 0 to 5 cm/metre).

The slope corrector consists of two factory-assembled
cylindrical parts. The top section displays a scale of 0 to
5% at intervals of 0.5%.

Just twist the top section until the oval window shows the
number corresponding to the value of the slope (for
example a 5% slope).

The arrows on the outer section show the direction of the
slope to be corrected. In the example shown, the arrow
with the number 5 should point in the direction of the
slope to be corrected.

On DPH-0, DPH-1, DPH-2 and DPH-3 units, the ‘PH5’
slope corrector can be added to the head of the pedestals.

On DPH-4 to the DPH-11 pedestals, the slope corrector is
already integrated in the pedestal head.

The slope correction system is fast, accurate and easy to
use, ensuring a surface area with zero slope in all
directions.

For good rainwater drainage, the ground slope
must be greater than +2%
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The easy-to-use slope corrector (0 to 5%) for every
DPH® pedestal
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Technical data sheet

There are two slope corrector options:
• The ‘PH5’ is added by a clipping process to DPH- 0,
DPH-1, DPH-2 and DPH-3 pedestal.

• For DPH-4 to DPH-11, the slope corrector is integrated
in the head of the pedestal.

Material
The following information applies to both options.

Copolymer polypropylene (CPP), material thickness from
3 to 5 mm.

DPH-3 with PH5 adjusted for a 5%
slope. Adjustable height = 59 to
87mm

DPH-5 with integrated
slope corrector in pedestal head

How to use the slope corrector:
At the location of eachpedestal, precisely measure the
percentage of slope and its direction. This can then be
corrected with the Bizon Bubble Level.
The value and direction of the slope
should be marked on the ground with
chalk. Before positioning the DPH®

pedestal, verify that the slope
corrector is set to the proper
measurement and positioned in the
direction of the slope to be corrected.

The direction and value of the slope
correction should be marked adjacent to all
pedestal positions.

The slope corrector is designed to obtain a perfectly horizontal
surface, correcting slopes from 0 to 5% (from 0 to 5 cm per
linear metre).
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Slope corrector integrated
into head of the pedestals for
DPH-4, DPH-5 to DPH-13

Pre-integrated with the
pedestal. It allows a slope
correction from 0 to 5% (at
intervals of 0.5%).

Slope corrector PH5 is used
for DPH-0, DPH-1, DPH-2
and DPH-3.

It is very simple and quickly
fitted to the head of the
pedestal.

Please allow for an extra
9mm in height when added to
DPH-0 to DPH-3.

Composition 80% recycled CPP + 20% talc and pigment
black MasterBatch.

Performance
Resistant to aging, weathering, to ultra-violet rays, almost
all chemicals and rot-proof.

Should not be used at temperatures below -50°C and no
higher than +90°C.

Place the Buzon bubble
level on the pedestal
postion to determine the
direction and value of the
slope.
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For good drainage of rainwater, the substrate slope must be greater than +2%.

Buzon bubble level

Buzon bubble level
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